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Abstract. Loot boxes are a monetization technique in games where a
player pays for a randomized chance at receiving an in-game item, either
cosmetic or functional. They have recently been examined as a potential
object for gambling, and government regulators are examining the issue
of their use in games. To explore the issue and analyze players perceptions
53 people were surveyed and played a simple loot box game with different
settings. Findings include that showing item drop probabilities directly
influences the opinion of players regarding the fairness of loot boxes and
can affect further choice whether to open them, which supports the need
for regulations on loot box use.
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1 Introduction

The phenomenon that is called loot box has existed for more than a decade.
Originally, loot boxes were created to make the players game process easier or
interesting for a certain amount of money. At the next stage, loot boxes have
become a tool to keep the players interest within the game by offering new virtual
items such as new characters, guns, or skins. The item varies from one game to
another game, and it might be either customization for a players character that
does not affect the balance of the game or booster that makes the game process
easier and more comfortable for a target player[12].

The study presented in this paper discusses the perception of fairness on loot
boxes by the essential people in game development − players. Currently, there
is little data on how they perceive loot boxes from the perspective of fairness.
Moreover, players opinions might differ according to certain factors of loot boxes,
such as the cost of the box, the odds of particular drops, and the outcome. This
study aims at finding out and analyzing how players perceive loot boxes and
what they expect and want from developers to be adjusted. Our goal is to find
the data and learn how players opinions change regarding the factors.

Behind the term loot box, there is a concept which Pawel Grabarczyk and
Rune Nielsen named as random reward mechanisms (RRM) [10]. Even though
loot boxes appeared about 15 years ago, RRM has existed for decades and first
appeared in baseball collecting cards in 1875 in the United States. One card pack
contains several randomly selected pieces, ranging from standard to rare. Rare
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cards can reach prices in the millions of dollars. At that time, children and ado-
lescents were spending hundreds and even thousands of dollars to receive cards
of their favourite player, and now they are trying to open their favourite weapon
or character skin in video games. In video games RRM came with the first RPG
games like Diablo, where killing an enemy gives the player some random reward.
That system was used in many games because it is an easy way to introduce the
feeling of novelty and difference[20]. Moreover, Blizzard Entertainment had an
idea to sell individual game assets pack, which would contain several items of
different rarity. It was inspired by a collectible card game of Magic: The Gath-
ering that offers players to build their own physical desk from booster packs.
However, due to the unavailability of fast Internet technologies and the high cost
of distribution of these booster packs on physical discs, the idea was not adopted
in the final version of the game[2].

After a decade, with the progress of technologies, the concept of RRM began
to be used in mobile games. Since most of them are free to download and to play,
companies added “microtransactions” that have been an alternative monetiza-
tion for developers by providing extra items and functions that make the game
process more fun and exciting for some amount of money in turn. Currently, 30
games out of 31 contain in-app purchases [16]. Microtransactions have become
an integral part of game marketing and monetization[17].

To increase profits developers started to add loot boxes even in full-priced
video games. This has made it easier for companies to recoup multimillion bud-
gets for games, while keeping the initial purchase prices of games relatively the
same. The reasons people buy loot boxes were explained by Juho Hamari et
al. [11]. They highlighted six main reasons for opening loot boxes and buy-
ing in-game content: Performance, Personalization, Obtainment Achievements,
“Showing-off”, Low Perceived Cost, and Unlocking Content. The behaviour of
players is explained in a Hooked Model and examines how companies keep peo-
ples interest [5].

In the Autumn of 2017, EA Games went further than other companies, by
partially locking the content in their upcoming game Battlefront II, so that the
players spent their money or time to unlock it. Players researched that to open all
the content, the player should play at least 4578 hours or spend 2100 dollars[7].
This situation led to a huge video game scandal, and since then, governments of
many countries began to regulate loot boxes[4]. Since loot boxes use a random
chance of winning and players pay real-world funds, games may be considered
as a form of gambling[13]. As a result of the scandal, Gaming Commissions of
Belgium called game companies to have a “clear indication of the chances of
winning for the various item values” [9]. The same requirement made by Chinas
Ministry of Culture in December 2016 [3]. Singapore’s Parliament passed The
Remote Gambling Act, which obliges game companies to obtain a license to
operate if their games have random awards and real-money payments[18]. Aus-
tralian Gambling Commission of Victoria State suggested restricting the games
that contain loot boxes for children under eighteen [19]. On the other hand of
the dispute is UK Gambling Commission that concluded that loot boxes do not
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need regulations because virtual items are prizes, and they cannot be used out-
side the game[8]. Entertainment Software Ratings Board (ESRB) organization
that provides video game age and content ratings for North America agreed
with UKs Gambling Commission and added that the players are guaranteed to
receive the in-game item. In May 2019, a bill to ban loot boxes and pay-to-win
microtransactions in video games for kids under 18 years was introduced in the
US. Senator Josh Hawley explained that game developers should not monetize
addiction when a game is designed for kids. After a day, The Entertainment
Software Association stated that numerous countries do not consider loot boxes
as gambling, and the ESRB organization “does not consider loot boxes to be
gambling [14]. They desired to share with the senator the tools “that keeps the
control of in-game spending in parents hands” [15]. Though researchers have rec-
ommended game developers to avoid giving players real money predicting this
could lead to problems with gambling laws [6] and associations with real gam-
bling [1]. The study presented brings into a discussion this controversial topic -
loot boxes, namely, how players perceive them.

2 Methodology

An experiment was started with the development of software that simulates
opening a loot box. This system represents a loot box that provides a random
item. As the idea was to examine players of Innopolis University, all items hy-
pothetically can be used only within the University, so that students can easily
get involved in the system and estimate its fairness without long introductions.

To cover all aspects and not miss important factors, we studied the principles
of loot box system in details. The following are loot box factors that were applied
in the software: Payment Type. There are three types of payment of loot boxes in
video games: fully free, ones that can be purchased with in-game currency, and
that can be bought with real-world currencies. Sometimes developers combine
all types to cover a wider audience. Outcome. Game development companies use
many different outcomes in their loot boxes. In our software, there are three
types of outcome: Innopolis University apparel that represents itself an analogy
to skins in video games, items that make the process more interesting, but are
optional and do not introduce imbalance, and grades for the hypothetical course
at University are like boosters that directly affect the result in video games.
Rarity. Mostly in all video games, items in loot boxes are divided by rarity.
It usually varies from very common to very rare, where the higher rarity, the
more valuable and desired item becomes. All rarity types are highlighted in some
colour so that players could easily see and identify the rarity. Odds Distribution.
Items of different rarity have different odds distribution. Therefore, common
items have the highest probability of drop, whereas rare items - the lowest. Odds
Display. As was mentioned in the previous section, some governments require
game companies to show loot box odds in video games. Developers added odds
display only in those countries in which it was obliged, whereas players from other
sides of our planet still cannot see the probabilities with which items fall. This
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factor is important because it might be the new standard in loot box systems.
Therefore, it is present in software that was developed and can be enabled or
disabled in its settings.

The second part of the study implies gathering of the information of partic-
ipants. Subjects were asked questions about their experience and preferences in
loot boxes regarding fairness in probabilities, rarity division, and outcome type.
We collected this information to make overall analysis and to see in the end how
participants views have changed during the experiment. Most of the questions
in surveys use a scale with seven choices, where one completely disagrees/no, 4
is the neutral answer and 7 - completely agree/yes. This scale clearly shows the
opinions of participants and allows us to assess and compare the results of the
experiment easily.

All subjects that participated in initial data collection were divided into
several groups. Each group covers some of the factors of loot boxes. We chose two
the most important and widely discussed factors - items drop probabilities and
displaying them. These factors were the subject of discussion of the governments
because they form the opinion of people whether to open loot boxes. Thus, we
developed two probabilities distributions:

Fair. Probabilities: Common - 0.600, Uncommon - 0.350 Rare - 0.050
Unfair. Probabilities: ,Common - 0.849, Uncommon - 0.150, Rare - 0.001
as a result we examined a full factorial design on the factors of probabili-

ties and showing the values. To gather real information and avoid manipulating
results distribution of participants between groups was random. All the partici-
pants received their version of the game according to their experiment group.

The final round of collection started with asking participants their opinion
of loot boxes and whether they see loot boxes as gambling. These questions
were already asked in the initial data collection and would be compared to their
previous responses. Further, the participants were asked to describe their ideal
loot boxes. The type that they would not mind if removing loot boxes from video
games is not an option. Answers on this question might allow players, game
companies, and governments to come to a single solution of loot box problem if
the requirements and interests of all three sides will be satisfied.

3 Analysis

The main idea of the study was to understand the players perception of loot
boxed, considering many factors of the loot box system. During the experiment,
we were trying to influence participants opinions by changing two loot box factors
mentioned in previous section. As a result of the experiment, we expected to see
the change of participants views.

We created a list of questions on which we will look for changes of opinions:
1) What is your opinion about loot boxes?, 2) Do you agree with the statement:
Loot boxes are gambling?, 3) Would you like to see the probabilities of item
drops?, 4) Do you agree with the statement: Probability distributions in loot
boxes are fair?, 5) Would you like to see the history of your previous openings?,
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6) Do you like that items are divided into different groups of rarity?, 7) Which
type of items do you like more?, and 8) Which type of loot box payment do you
prefer?

Group 1 In the first group with fair probabilities and without display, we
did not expect changes in opinion, because odds distribution was hidden from
the participants, and they did not know the probabilities. But results were un-
expected. Participants raised their opinion regarding fairness in loot box proba-
bilities.

Group 2 The second group had fair probabilities and they were displayed.
We observed changes in opinion regarding fairness of probabilities in loot boxes.
Three participants in this group changed their opinion from one that equals to
“strongly disagree that probabilities in loot boxes are fair” to seven that stands
for “strongly agree”.

Group 3 The third group had unfair probabilities without showing them. For
the participants being in this group was challenging, we received feedback from
10 participants from this group that they did not open even one rare item. Some
of them thought that the actual probability of getting a rare item in the game
is zero. As a result, 71.4% of the group raised their desire to see probabilities in
loot boxes.

Group 4 The fourth group had unfair probabilities with showing them, re-
sulted with a probability distribution for the respondents which was found to be
not fair, and 72.2% of the participants in the fourth group decreased their trust
in the fairness of loot box odds.

The results showed significance in question four that is stated: Do you agree
with the statement: Probability distributions in loot boxes are fair?. The signif-
icance level were if p < .05, where p value is an evidence against our hypothesis.
For this question, we hypothesized that with different probabilities distributions
in groups 1,2 and 3,4, there would be changes in opinion regarding the fairness
of odds. For the first and second groups, we expected to see an increasing level
of trust and for third and fourth groups − decreasing level. So, players percep-
tion of fairness of probability distributions is formed when they face and try
loot boxes. The amount of dropped valuable items and odds distribution display
helps them to decide if the probability distribution is fair in loot boxes or not.
We observed an increasing level of trust in loot box probabilities in groups one
and two, and a decreasing level in groups three and four. The biggest changes
were in the fourth group, where the participants saw probabilities, their average
changes are -1.44, proving the hypothesis.

After analyzing the third question, we received p value equals to .000974 that
makes results significant. The hypothesis for this question was that participants
in groups with shown probabilities would increase their opinion regarding the
display of probabilities. Therefore, our hypothesis was rejected because we ob-
served changes conversely in groups that do not show probabilities. There was
not a significant result that manipulations with probabilities and their display
can influence players opinions whether they consider loot boxes as gambling.
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Question Strong No No Leaning No Neutral Leaning Yes Yes Strong Yes

Would you like to see 0 5 0 1 7 9 31
probabilities of item drops?

Do you think probability distributions 4 6 13 12 11 3 4
in loot boxes are fair?

Would you like to see the 0 1 4 5 5 9 29
history of your previous openings?

Do you like that items are divided 3 2 1 3 7 18 19
in different groups of rarity?

Question Only items
that affect
balance

Prefer
Items that
affect
balance

Slightly for
items that
affect bal-
ance

Neutral Slightly
for items
that do
not affect
balance

Prefer
Items
that do
not affect
balance

Only items
that do not
affect bal-
ance

Which type of items do you
like more?

3 1 2 3 5 8 31

Question Only real-
World Cur-
rency

Prefer
Real-World
Currency

Slightly for
real-World
Currency

Neutral Slightly
for in-
Game Cur-
rency/Free

Prefer In-
Game Cur-
rency/Free

Only in-
Game Cur-
rency/Free

Which type of loot box pay-
ment do you prefer?

2 0 0 2 4 18 27

Table 1. Distribution of answers regarding loot box preferences questions.

It was considered that players dislike loot boxes because loot boxes deteri-
orate video games. However, the distribution is evenly split across all opinions.
They explained their belief that loot boxes are an additional way for developers
to monetize video games and to earn money. Moreover, if game companies do
not overuse loot boxes, players mostly are not against the presence of loot boxes
in video games. Moreover, some of the participants noted that sometimes the
process of opening loot boxes could be fun and enjoyable if the odds distribu-
tion of dropped items is balanced, and loot boxes do not affect game balance.
Negative parts of loot boxes that were mentioned by participants are that loot
boxes are very similar to gambling and are present in almost every game. How-
ever, even though players are neutral to loot boxes, overwhelming majority of
the participants − 73.6% − agreed that loot boxes are the form of gambling and
must be regulated. They mentioned that it could lead to addiction. Only 15.1%
of interviewed students did not agree or slightly disagree.

Overall satisfaction of results of loot box openings was also highly rated. So
that, only 22.6% of the participants were not happy with results of their loot box
trials, 26.4% were neither happy nor sad about the outcome, and 51% − happy
and would open loot boxes in future. Even though 73.6% of the participants
agreed with the statement that loot boxes are the form of gambling, most of the
participants still open them some time, because they can give new experience,
and the opening process might be fun and joyful. Only 25.6% spend money on
loot boxes; others earn them in video games without investing money. As for
preferences in loot boxes, all the questions with amount of people regarding
each answer are provided in Table 1.
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4 Compromise Loot Boxes

Loot boxes provide additional monetization for game companies so they could
pay back the money spent on development and supporting the game even if it was
not very successful. This is why loot boxes appear in almost every modern video
game, and game companies start to overuse them. Sometimes it might negatively
affect overall video game quality because companies focus on earnings from loot
boxes. Such cases lead to an adverse reaction among the gaming community.

Payment Type— 88.6% of the participants said the loot boxes should be not
only paid with real-world money but should be received during the game.

Outcome— As for this factor, the participants chose different outcome types
for two types of online games: PvP and PvE. These types are contrasting, so in
PvP games, the participants offered to use cosmetics that do not affect a players
statistics and game balance as the only outcome in loot boxes. In PvE, game
companies can use any of the outcomes, including booster packs and unique
items that can help to improve game character because in PvE, all the players
act together, and such things will not spoil the game experience for the others.

Rarity— Participants responses yield that 90.5% claim items distribution in
different groups of a rarity to be important for loot boxes. If all the items were
the same type of rarity, players would be much less likely to buy them, because
there would not be rare, valuable items that players wanted to get.

Odds Distribution— As for odds distribution, participants wanted to be odds
distribution fair, so that they do not need to open thousands of loot boxes to
get one rare item. However, fairness is a subjective concept, so participants were
asked to say the number of loot boxes they agree to open to get a rare item.
Participants would like to see one rare item at least every 30 loot box.

Odds Display— 88.6% of the participants said that compromise loot boxes
should show odds to the players.

5 Conclusions

In the study conducted, we discussed one of the controversial phenomenons in
the video game industry − loot boxes. The majority of the participants face loot
boxes almost every day in video games. Opinions are devised on if loot boxes
negatively affect the game industry. However, there is the thing that unites
those in the survey − the indifference to the game industry. The overall number
of people who participated in the study is fifty-three, forty-six male and six
females. All of the respondents had experience in video games and faced with loot
boxes at least once. The perception of fairness in the study has highlighted many
factors that broaden the understanding of peoples preferences in loot boxes. The
results so far from the available sample size and covered loot box factors suggest
that respondents’ loot box experience influenced their preferences. Finally, the
participants proposed their vision of ideal loot boxes that can satisfy all the sides
of the conflict - giving a picture of ideal loot box that would generate income
for game companies, meet governments’ regulations and be accepted by video
games community.
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